Assembly Instructions for Face Shields

Each face shield has four components: the face shield (A), the front band (to be worn against your forehead) (B), the adjustable rear band (to wrap around the back of your head) (C), and a small band that fits into the bottom two slots on the inside of the face shield for support (D).

NOTE: The face shield is covered by a very thin sheet of protective material that should be removed before assembly and use. If this material is not removed, you will have difficulty seeing through the face shield.
Step One

Slide the tabs at each end of Part B into the large slots on each side of the top of the face shield (Part A). You will need to bend the face shield for both ends to pass through the slots.
Step Two

Insert the tab on one side of Part B into the appropriate slot in Part C. (I suggest starting with the fifth slot on each side of Part C. This worked well for my large head, but everyone’s head is different.) Repeat for the other side. Tuck any leftover length of Part C into the small slots in the front of the face shield.

The completed connection should look like this:
Step Three

Insert the tabs on **Part D** into the two small slots at the bottom of the face shield

Your assembled face shield should look like this:

If you have any questions, please contact David Bishop ([bishop@pharmacy.arizona.edu](mailto:bishop@pharmacy.arizona.edu)) or come by my office (Skaggs 318).